Renovated Breeding Habitat Use in Wild & Captive-bred Populations of an Endangered Desert Pupfish
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Abstract

The Leon Springs pupfish (*Cyprinodon bovinus*) is an endangered fish endemic to Diamond Y Spring in west Texas. To mitigate the negative effects of habitat loss, Diamond Y Spring was renovated to maintain and provide additional breeding habitat. Monsanto Pool, an extant location where *C. bovinus* have become extirpated, was also renovated in order to increase breeding habitat. After Monsanto Pool was renovated, captive-bred *C. bovinus* were reintroduced to this location to both increase the range of this species, and evaluate whether captive release is a viable option. These conservation efforts have led to the unique opportunity to evaluate the efficacy of habitat renovations in wild and captive-bred populations of *C. bovinus*, occurring in natural and renovated breeding habitats at two separate locations. The overarching question asked was, is it better to renovate an unoccupied site and introduce captive-bred individuals, or to expand an occupied site that would allow the current population to grow? Habitat use and spawning in three different breeding areas were compared, and specific ecological factors were measured at each site in order to determine if any coincided with observed *C. bovinus* location preferences. Wild *C. bovinus* in the natural breeding habitat spawned more, had more spawns per individual male, and had greater territorial stability than wild or captive-bred *C. bovinus* in renovated habitats. Differences in social system stability and reproductive success between sites may be due to variation in their ability to adapt to a renovated site as well as the ecological makeup of the habitat.
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Introduction

Habitat loss is a persistent threat for endangered species [1-3], with both natural [4] and human factors [5] contributing to the devastating fragmentation of natural environments. In extreme cases, this fragmentation can result in species having little to no natural habitat remaining in which to repopulate [6]. Attempts to combat this growing phenomenon have emerged in the form of rebuilding or expanding natural habitats in order to facilitate population re-growth [7,8]. However, the success of such projects has been limited, and as a result, habitat restoration alone is considered an unreliable method of mitigating species loss. This is largely due to restoration attempts facing a myriad of constraints that can impact both short and long-term progress [9], and a large proportion of restoration projects being deemed insufficient in terms of increasing population size [10].

Due in part to increased habitat loss, endangered species are often brought into captivity in order to establish assurance colonies [11,12]. This in turn has facilitated the reintroduction of some captive-bred endangered species back into both their former range [1,7,12], and areas outside of their range with similar ecological properties [13-15]. As is the case with habitat restoration, releasing individuals back into the wild is not a straightforward process, as a multitude of factors including food acquisition, predator avoidance, and acclimation to the natural habitat all must be taken into consideration for the successful establishment and persistence of a reintroduced population [1]. The successful reintroduction of species is rare across taxa [16], and additional work is needed in order to monitor those that have been released [13], as well as develop new strategies to ensure maximum species survival upon reintroduction. However, some reintroduction efforts, including populations of threatened and endangered fishes, have shown signs of success through their stable population growth [14,15].

The endangered Leon Springs pupfish (*Cyprinodon bovinus*) represents one such conservation dilemma, with regard to habitat loss and subsequent population decline, as they are geographically restricted to a single desert spring (Diamond Y Spring) within the Diamond Y Draw in west Texas [17]. Furthermore, the conservation of *C. bovinus* presents a unique predicament, as they occur with the Pecos gambusia (*Gambusia nobilis*), a live-bearing Poeciliid that is not only endangered, but also an egg predator of *C. bovinus* [8,18]. This negative interspecific interaction is believed to be exacerbated by the loss of breeding habitat [8]. Habitat loss is a persistent threat and is primarily attributed to the encroachment of bulrush vegetation (*Scirpus americanus*), which restricts the amount of shallow, open-water areas [17]. Shallow habitats, in particular, are essential to the breeding of *C. bovinus* [19]. In one especially shallow area of Diamond Y Spring, there is a submerged shelf made of a compact matrix of roots and debris (herein called the natural shelf) where male *C. bovinus* defend breeding territories and spawn with receptive females [18,19]. As a result, the loss of the natural breeding habitat is believed to be partially responsible for the historical population decline [18].

To mitigate habitat loss in this system, and in turn help increase the natural population size, several renovations of Diamond Y Spring have occurred in order to provide *C. bovinus* with additional shallow breeding area. These restoration efforts involved the removal and prevention of *S. americanus* regrowth in choked-up areas of the spring, which provided additional semi-natural habitat for *C. bovinus*.
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to form breeding territories and spawn [8,20,21], and should reduce interspecific pressure of G. nobilis egg predation [8].

To attempt to restore the former range of C. bovinus, captive stock were reintroduced into a discrete extant location 4 km downstream from Diamond Y Spring, referred to as Monsanto Pool [21]. Although this area once maintained a natural population of C. bovinus, they have not been observed at this location for several years (M. Itzkowitz pers. obs.). Similar to Diamond Y Spring, Monsanto Pool is also threatened by S. americanus encroachment and contains a population of G. nobilis. The emergence of S. americanus into the shallow breeding habitat of C. bovinus is suspected to be related to the extirpation of C. bovinus at Monsanto Pool [22], and for this reason additional breeding pools were also created at this location prior to C. bovinus reintroduction.

Despite efforts to improve and expand the natural habitat for this species, little is known about the efficacy of this renovation process. It is important to evaluate how C. bovinus utilizes natural and renovated breeding habitats, particularly for the establishment of their social system and for reproduction. Furthermore, it is imperative that the use of renovated natural habitat by captive-bred C. bovinus be assessed in order to determine whether reintroduction efforts are an effective conservation procedure in this system. By releasing captive-raised individuals under an experimental framework, such as habitat restoration, their behaviors and ecological interactions could be used as indicators of success or failure of the restoration attempts [23], which will provide useful information for future conservation efforts.

If reintroduced C. bovinus are capable of adapting to their newly renovated natural habitat, then such reintroductions may serve to help repopulate and restore their range over time [20,21].

The goal of this study was to compare natural and constructed breeding habitats, used by wild and captive-bred populations of C. bovinus, in order to determine how to approach future conservation efforts with regard to habitat expansion and species reintroduction. Male and female C. bovinus were observed at three locations within the Diamond Y Draw (Figure 1a), the natural shelf in Diamond Y Spring (herein referred to as DY_NAT), a constructed pool at Diamond Y Spring (herein referred to as DY_CON), and a constructed pool at Monsanto Pool (herein referred to as MP_CON). First, the mean number of C. bovinus and spawns observed were compared between the three sites. It was hypothesized that the number of C. bovinus and spawns observed would vary between all sites, and that the greatest number of territorial males and spawns would be observed at DY_NAT. Second, how C. bovinus used each breeding habitat was determined by monitoring the amount of breeding habitat area used, and by observing if there were preferred areas within each site by examining the consistency of spawning and C. bovinus locations over the course of the experiment. It was hypothesized that C. bovinus at the natural and constructed sites would vary in their habitat use and location preference. It was predicted that territorial males would utilize the least area and show the greatest consistency in their locations compared to females and non-territorial males, and that spawns would occur throughout the breeding habitat. Additionally, it was predicted that the locations of both territorial

---

**Figure 1:** a. Location of the two separate habitats containing natural (Diamond Y Spring) and captive-bred (Monsanto pool) C. bovinus outside of Fort Stockton, Texas. b. Diagram of the three grid locations. Two grids were installed at Diamond Y Spring, one over the natural breeding area (DY_NAT), and the other over a constructed breeding pool (DY_CON). The third grid was installed at Monsanto pool over a constructed breeding pool (MP_CON). c. Grid over the natural shelf breeding area at Diamond Y Spring.
males and spawns would be most consistent at DY_{nat} versus either constructed site. Third, whether or not specific ecological factors contribute to the location preferences of *C. bovinus* was investigated by site. It was hypothesized that ecological characteristics would impact territory establishment and spawning location, but should have little effect on female or non-territorial male breeding habitat use, and that the effects of ecological factors on location preference would differ between the natural and constructed sites. Finally, a goal of this study was to understand how habitat expansions have played an effective role in conserving *C. bovinus*. Based on the findings, this study aimed to address a more abstract, overarching question; is it more beneficial to expand an existing breeding habitat for *C. bovinus* (Diamond Y Spring) in order to allow the natural population to increase, or to renovate a previously unoccupied site (Monsanto Pool) and reintroduce captive stock back into the wild in order to expand the range of this species? By understanding how both natural and constructed breeding habitats are utilized, more accurate decisions regarding future renovations in this system can be made.

### Methods

#### Species overview

Reproduction in *C. bovinus* is promiscuous, with the breeding season lasting from April to October with a peak in spawning activity in July [19]. During the breeding season large males will establish and defend territories in shallow areas, often with compact substrate [24,25]. If a female decides to spawn with a male, she will lower to the substrate, the male will slide up next to her, and they will form a characteristic S-shape with their bodies while the female lays one to several demersal eggs for the male to fertilize [26,27]. Small male *C. bovinus*, that are unable to maintain territories, are known to engage in alternative mating strategies (i.e. satellite and sneaker) where they attempt to mate irrespective of location [28,29]. Satellite males usually remain on the periphery of territories, and phenotypically resemble territorial males which are identified by a blue nuptial coloration and a sexually dimorphic black band at the terminus of their caudal fin [27,30]. Sneaker males are more likely to go unnoticed within another male’s territory because they are less conspicuous due to their resemblance to females, which are drabber in color and have discontinuous lateral sexual dimorphism. Satellite males usually remain on the periphery of territories, and phenotypically resemble territorial males which are identified by a blue nuptial coloration and a sexually dimorphic black band at the terminus of their caudal fin [27,30]. Sneaker males are more likely to go unnoticed within another male’s territory because they are less conspicuous due to their resemblance to females, which are drabber in color and have discontinuous lateral sexual dimorphism. Satellite males usually remain on the periphery of territories, and phenotypically resemble territorial males which are identified by a blue nuptial coloration and a sexually dimorphic black band at the terminus of their caudal fin [27,30]. Sneaker males are more likely to go unnoticed within another male’s territory because they are less conspicuous due to their resemblance to females, which are drabber in color and have discontinuous lateral sexual dimorphism. Satellite males usually remain on the periphery of territories, and phenotypically resemble territorial males which are identified by a blue nuptial coloration and a sexually dimorphic black band at the terminus of their caudal fin [27,30]. Sneaker males are more likely to go unnoticed within another male’s territory because they are less conspicuous due to their resemblance to females, which are drabber in color and have discontinuous lateral sexual dimorphism. Satellite males usually remain on the periphery of territories, and phenotypically resemble territorial males which are identified by a blue nuptial coloration and a sexually dimorphic black band at the terminus of their caudal fin [27,30].

#### Study sites

This study was performed at two separate locations within the Diamond Y Draw, a flood tributary of the Pecos River Basin just outside of Fort Stockton, TX (Figure 1b). The first site, Diamond Y Spring (31.001228° N, 102.92414° W), is fed by an underground spring that forms a circular headwater pool (14 m in diameter) [32]. This pool is primarily composed of a flocculent silt substrate with compact root protrusions along most of the perimeter that form submerged shelves, with the largest being the natural shelf (~8 m²). The second study site, historically referred to as Monsanto Pool (31.030615° N, 102.897897° W), is located approximately 4 km NE of Diamond Y Spring and consists of a refuge (~1 m²) that overflows into surrounding shallow areas. Monsanto Pool is primarily characterized as having mostly flocculent silt substrate and very little compact substrate. Unlike Diamond Y Spring, there is no shelf present at this site.

#### Habitat renovation

In January of 2013, the natural shelf in Diamond Y Spring was renovated due to encroaching *S. americanus* [8]. Subsequently, in January of 2013, both Diamond Y Spring and Monsanto Pool underwent major habitat renovations that established two additional shallow breeding pools at both sites (7 m in diameter) [20,21]. The two artificial pools at Diamond Y Spring were constructed in a channel that was overgrown with *S. americanus*, just downstream (8 m and 16 m respectively) from the natural shelf of Diamond Y Spring. At Monsanto Pool, the constructed pools were placed on either side of the existing refugia. Artificial pools were constructed by manually excavating *S. americanus*, and its underlying root system, so that the pools would fill with water. All pools were connected to the existing aquatic habitat by clearing waterways that allowed the fish to move freely between the original and constructed areas. Cement tiles (30 × 20 × 7.5 cm) were then laid to prevent future regrowth. Some cement tiles remained visible while others sunk into the substrate.

#### Species reintroduction

In May of 2013, four hundred captive-bred *C. bovinus* were obtained from the Southwestern Native Aquatic Resources & Recovery Center (SNARRC), a federal facility that maintains threatened aquatic species, and reintroduced into the newly renovated Monsanto Pool [20].

#### Study design

All three study locations were superimposed with string grids in order to score the locations of individual *C. bovinus*, spawning events and to characterize the underlying habitat ecology [33,34]. Each grid contained seven rows and thirteen columns, forming 91 (30 cm²) boxes which were identified by their specific x, y coordinate on the grid. Grids were installed by tying each corner to a wooden stake, suspending the grid above the surface of the water, and were arranged so that the longest side was parallel to the shore (Figure 1b and 1c).

Prior to data collection, all grid boxes were characterized based on depth, presence of vegetation, and substrate composition (Supplementary Figure 1). Mean depth of each grid box was calculated from three depth measurements, and boxes were assigned to one of four 10 cm depth range categories (ranging from 0-40 cm). Vegetation was measured as either the presence or absence of any type of plant material growing within a grid box. Finally, each grid box was assigned to one of the following substrate categories: compact, cement, flocculent, or mixed. In order for a grid box to be considered as only one type, the substrate had to cover at least 75% of the box area. Boxes were classified as being compact if they contained hard, naturally occurring, substrate (such as the compact root substrate of the natural shelf). Cement substrate refers to the presence of cement tiles that were placed during habitat renovations. Flocculent was defined as being a loose, fine, sediment, that when settled, created the illusion of a false bottom but was not firm to the touch. When a single substrate did not cover at least 75% of the box area, the grid box was classified as mixed.

#### Data collection

During the peak of the 2013 breeding season (mid June-July), each grid was observed once per day for 12 non-consecutive days. Each grid was visually divided into four sections (three column wide sections, and one 4 column wide section) and one observer was randomly assigned to collect data from each section. This was done so that data from the entire grid could be collected simultaneously without risking that any areas go momentarily unwatched. Data was collected from each site daily (between the hours of 12:30-17:30), for a period of 20 min not including a 2 min acclimation period. During this time, each observer recorded the grid box locations of all spawns, as well as the...
grid box locations of all territorial males, non-territorial males, and females within the grid every two minutes for a total of ten time point observations per replicate. In cases where a fish’s sex or male tactic could not be visually determined, the individual was not recorded.

The daily mean number of spawns at each site was determined by averaging the total number of spawns recorded at a grid each day across the twelve days of data collection. The mean number of individuals present at a site was determined by first averaging the total number of territorial males, non-territorial males, and females that were recorded during each of the ten daily time points, and then averaging these daily means across the twelve days of data collection. In order to calculate the mean number of spawns per male at each grid location, the mean number of spawns was divided by the mean number of males (territorial and non-territorial). The amount of habitat area used for spawning at each site was determined by totaling the daily number of grid boxes where a spawning event occurred, and then averaging these daily totals across the twelve days of data collection. The amount of habitat area used per individual territorial male, non-territorial male, and female were each calculated by averaging the total number of boxes where each was observed across the ten 2 min time points, and then averaging the mean number of boxes used each day across the twelve days of data collection and dividing by the mean number of individuals present. Consistency in grid box location preference in males, females, and for spawning at each grid site, were each calculated by finding the total number of days, out of twelve, that a grid box was reused. Location consistency was only determined for boxes where a fish or spawning event was observed at least once. The effect of substrate type, depth, and presence of vegetation on the number of days each box was reused was also examined. Since the ecological factors measured were not significant when it came to non-territorial male and female location consistency across sites (Supplementary Table 1), they were excluded from further analyses. Within site differences between the ecological factors measured and grid box location consistency were further explored for territorial males and spawns.

Statistical analyses

Differences between grid sites in the mean number of territorial males, non-territorial males, females, spawns, and spawns per male were each analyzed using a one-way ANOVA. A one-way ANOVA was also used to analyze between site differences in mean amount of habitat area occupied per individual and mean number of days a box was reused for territorial males, non-territorial males, females and spawns. Three-way ANOVA’s were used to look for all possible effects of substrate type, depth, and presence of vegetation on the number of days boxes were reused for spawns, territorial males, non-territorial males, and females across all sites. The effects of substrate type, presence of vegetation, and depth, on territorial male and spawning location consistency, were each analyzed by grid site using a one-way ANOVA. An adjusted Welch F-statistic is reported for all tests that violated the assumption of homogeneity of variance. All significant ANOVA results were further analyzed by conducting pairwise comparisons using either Tukey HSD, Games-Howell, or Bonferroni post hoc tests. The post hoc test used depended on if the data met all assumptions, violated homogeneity of variance only, or if there were unequal sample sizes and/or unequal variance respectively. All data were found to be normally distributed and were analyzed using IBM SPSS Statistics Version 21.

Results

Comparison of grid population size and spawning frequency between sites

The mean number of territorial male, non-territorial male, and female C. bovinus observed differed between grid locations; means ± SE can be found in Table 1. The number of territorial males observed was unequal between sites (F\(_{2,11}=212.05, p<0.001\)), with fewer territorial males present at DY\(_\text{CON}\) than at DY\(_\text{NAT}\) (p<0.001), or MP\(_\text{CON}\) (p<0.001). There was no difference in the number of territorial males observed at DY\(_\text{NAT}\) and MP\(_\text{CON}\) (p=0.958). The number of non-territorial males varied between sites (F\(_{2,18}=3.73, p=0.042\)), with more present at MP\(_\text{CON}\) than at DY\(_\text{CON}\) (p=0.038), but not DY\(_\text{NAT}\) (p=0.054). The two grids in Diamond Y Spring did not differ in the amount of non-territorial males observed (p=0.895). Females also differed between sites (F\(_{2,18}=11.56, p<0.001\)); there were more females observed at MP\(_\text{CON}\) than at DY\(_\text{NAT}\) (p=0.002), or DY\(_\text{CON}\) (p=0.007). The number of females observed did not differ between the two Diamond Y Spring grid locations (p=0.886).

The number of spawns occurring at each grid site were not equal (means ± SE in Table 1, F\(_{2,20}=18.44, p<0.001\)), with significantly more spawns at DY\(_\text{NAT}\) than at DY\(_\text{CON}\) (p<0.001), or MP\(_\text{CON}\) (p=0.002). The two constructed sites did not differ in the amount of spawns observed (p=0.062). The number of spawns per male varied between grid locations (Figure 2, F\(_{2,19}=5.10, p=0.017\)), with males at DY\(_\text{NAT}\) spawning more per individual (mean±SE=2.07, SE ± 0.29) than those at MP\(_\text{CON}\) (mean±SE=0.97, SE ± 0.18, p=0.012), but not DY\(_\text{CON}\) (mean±SE=1.13, SE ± 0.49, p=0.246). The number of spawns per male did not differ between the two constructed sites (mean difference=0.16, SE ± 0.52, p=0.949).

Table shows daily means ± SE. Different letters across a row indicate significant differences between locations.

Table 1: Daily mean number of C. bovinus and spawns observed at each grid location.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>DY(_\text{NAT})</th>
<th>DY(_\text{CON})</th>
<th>MP(_\text{CON})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Territorial males</td>
<td>10.8 ± 0.4 a</td>
<td>1.4 ± 0.2 b</td>
<td>10.5 ± 1.0 a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-territorial males</td>
<td>1.6 ± 0.2 a</td>
<td>1.5 ± 0.3 a</td>
<td>2.9 ± 0.4 b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Females</td>
<td>2.4 ± 0.3 a</td>
<td>3.7 ± 0.5 a</td>
<td>11.8 ± 2.1 b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spawns</td>
<td>25.2 ± 3.3 a</td>
<td>3.8 ± 1.8 b</td>
<td>12.2 ± 2.2 b</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2: Daily mean number of spawns per male at each site ± SE. Males at DY\(_\text{NAT}\) spawned more each day than those at MP\(_\text{CON}\) (ANOVA, p<0.012), but not DY\(_\text{CON}\). There was no difference between the two constructed sites. Bars that do not share letters are significantly different from one another (n=12 for each site).
To summarize, the location with the most fish present overall was MP\textsubscript{CON} and the location with the least fish and spawns was DY\textsubscript{CON}. The most spawns occurred at DY\textsubscript{NAT}. Spawns per male were greater at DY\textsubscript{NAT} than at MP\textsubscript{CON}.

**Differences in habitat area used and location consistency**

Territorial males at each site varied in the number of grid boxes occupied per individual (Figure 3a, $F_{2,63}=52.21, p<0.001$), with those in DY\textsubscript{NAT} using fewer boxes ($mean=2.54, SE \pm 0.11$) than those at either constructed site (DY\textsubscript{CON}, $mean=6.32, SE \pm 0.38, p<0.001$; MP\textsubscript{CON}, $mean=3.74, SE \pm 0.19, p<0.001$). Individual territorial males in DY\textsubscript{CON} utilized more boxes than those at MP\textsubscript{CON} ($mean difference=2.58, SE \pm 0.42, p<0.001$). Females also varied between sites in the amount of habitat area used (Figure 3b, $F_{2,33}=21.01, p<0.001$), with females at DY\textsubscript{NAT} utilizing more grid boxes per individual ($mean=8.21, SE \pm 0.28$) than those at DY\textsubscript{CON} ($mean=5.34, SE \pm 0.67, p<0.003$), or MP\textsubscript{CON} ($mean=3.05, SE \pm 0.66, p<0.001$). Females at DY\textsubscript{CON} used more grid area than those at MP\textsubscript{CON} ($mean difference=2.29, SE \pm 0.80, p<0.019$). Non-territorial males did not differ in the number of grid boxes used per individual between sites (Figure 3c, $F_{2,63}=2.50, p=0.097$). The number of grid boxes where spawns occurred differed between the three sites (Figure 4, $F_{2,128}=59.87, p<0.001$). Significantly more boxes were used for spawning at DY\textsubscript{NAT} ($mean=12.5, SE \pm 1.42$) than at either of the constructed breeding sites (DY\textsubscript{CON}, $mean=2.75, SE \pm 1.24, p<0.001$; MP\textsubscript{CON}, $mean=7.9, SE \pm 1.27, p=0.048$), and more grid boxes were used for spawning at MP\textsubscript{CON} than at DY\textsubscript{CON} ($mean difference=5.17, SE \pm 1.86, p=0.023$).

Territorial males varied between sites in the number of days they were observed reusing grid boxes (Figure 5a, $F_{2,128}=59.87, p<0.001$). Territorial males in DY\textsubscript{NAT} were observed reusing grid boxes for a greater number of days ($mean=6.46, SE \pm 0.61$) than those at DY\textsubscript{CON} ($mean=2.19, SE \pm 0.22, p<0.001$), but not those at MP\textsubscript{CON} ($mean=5.70, SE \pm 0.28, p=0.465$). Territorial males in MP\textsubscript{CON} showed greater consistency in their grid box reuse than those in DY\textsubscript{CON} ($mean difference=3.51, SE \pm 0.55, p<0.001$). Non-territorial males varied in the number of days they reused grid boxes (Figure 5b, $F_{2,128}=4.49, p=0.013$), with those in MP\textsubscript{CON} having greater box reuse over the course of the experiment ($mean=2.87, SE \pm 0.23$) than those at DY\textsubscript{CON} ($mean=2.11, SE \pm 0.18, p<0.017$), or DY\textsubscript{NAT} ($mean=2.08, SE \pm 0.16, p=0.013$). Non-territorial males at the two Diamond Y Spring locations did not differ in the number of days they were observed reusing grid boxes ($mean difference=0.03, SE \pm 0.24, p=0.991$). Females also
varied in their location consistency (Figure 5c, \( F_{2,189}=6.75, \ p=0.002 \)), with those at MP\textsubscript{CON} reusing grid boxes for a greater number of days (\( mean=4.19, \ SE \pm 0.34 \)) than those at DY\textsubscript{NAT} (\( mean=2.77, \ SE \pm 0.18, \ p<0.001 \)), or DY\textsubscript{CON} (\( mean=3.09, \ SE \pm 0.27, \ p=0.015 \)). Females at the two Diamond Y Spring grid sites did not differ in their box reuse consistency (\( mean\ difference=-0.32, \ SE \pm 0.38, \ p=1.000 \)). The number of days a box was used for spawning also varied between sites (Figure 5d, \( F_{2,44}=28.09, \ p<0.001 \)). *Cyprinodon bovinus* in DY\textsubscript{NAT} were more consistent in their reuse of boxes for spawning (\( mean=3.73, \ SE \pm 0.37 \)) than those at either renovated grid site (DY\textsubscript{CON}, \( mean=1.18, \ SE \pm 0.07, \ p<0.001 \); MP\textsubscript{CON}, \( mean=2.26, \ SE \pm 0.29, \ p=0.001 \)). The two constructed sites showed no difference in the number of days boxes were reused for spawning (\( mean\ difference=-1.08, \ SE \pm 0.45, \ p=0.056 \)).

To summarize, territorial males at DY\textsubscript{NAT} occupied the least boxes per individual and had greater consistency in their box reuse than those at DY\textsubscript{CON}. Females utilized the most grid boxes in DY\textsubscript{CON} but females and non-territorial males were the most consistent in their box reuse at MP\textsubscript{CON}. DY\textsubscript{NAT} had the most area that was used for spawning and the highest consistency in boxes reused for spawning.

**Ecological factors and habitat use**

At DY\textsubscript{NAT}, the number of days a grid box was reused as a spawning location differed by substrate type (Figure 6a, \( F_{3,46}=4.56, \ p=0.008 \)), with grid boxes containing compact substrate (\( mean=4.77, \ SE \pm 0.50 \)) being reused more than those with flocculent substrate (\( mean=1.86, \ SE \pm 0.55, \ p=0.017 \)). Substrate type had no effect on the number of days a grid box was reused for spawning at either constructed site (Figure 6b, DY\textsubscript{CON}, \( F_{3,24}=1.44, \ p=0.257 \); Figure 6c, MP\textsubscript{CON}, \( F_{3,54}=1.88, \ p=0.194 \)). At MP\textsubscript{CON} boxes containing vegetation (\( mean=2.44, \ SE \pm 0.33 \)) were reused more for spawning than those without (\( mean=1.17, \ SE \pm 0.17 \); \( F_{1,24}=12.11, \ p=0.001 \)). There was no effect of vegetation on the number of days a grid box was reused for spawning at DY\textsubscript{CON}, \( F_{1,26}=0.67, \ p=0.417 \). The number of days a box was reused for spawning differed by depth category at MP\textsubscript{CON}, \( F_{3,54}=5.74, \ p=0.021 \), with boxes 10-20 cm deep (\( mean=3.36, \ SE \pm 0.62 \)) being reused more than boxes <10 cm deep (\( mean=1.87, \ SE \pm 0.30 \)). There was no effect of depth category on spawning location box consistency at DY\textsubscript{NAT}, \( F_{2,33}=0.90, \ p=0.439 \), or DY\textsubscript{CON}, \( F_{2,22}=0.25, \ p=0.780 \). At DY\textsubscript{NAT} the number of days territorial males were observed in a grid box varied based on the substrate type present (Figure 6d, \( F_{3,46}=19.96, \ p<0.001 \)).

Territorial males were observed reusing boxes with flocculent substrate (\( mean=2.25, \ SE \pm 0.52 \)) for fewer days than those with compact (\( mean=9.86, \ SE \pm 0.67, \ p<0.001 \)) or mixed substrate (\( mean=8.66, \ SE \pm 1.30, \ p=0.010 \)), and boxes containing cement (\( mean=5.00, \ SE \pm 1.57 \)) were reused less than those with compact substrate (\( mean\ difference=-4.86, \ SE \pm 1.32, \ p=0.004 \)). The consistency of territorial male box reuse did not vary by substrate type at DY\textsubscript{CON} (Figure 6e, \( F_{3,46}=0.56, \ p=0.575 \)), or MP\textsubscript{CON} (Figure 6f, \( F_{3,54}=1.38, \ p=0.257 \)). The number of days territorial males reused a box was higher in those with vegetation, versus those without, at both DY\textsubscript{NAT} (Vegetation: \( mean=8.21, \ SE \pm 0.81 \); Non-vegetation: \( mean=5.00, \ SE \pm 0.81 \); \( F_{1,58}=7.88, \ p=0.007 \)) and MP\textsubscript{CON} (Vegetation: \( mean=6.25, \ SE \pm 0.30 \); Non-vegetation: \( mean=3.83, \ SE \pm 0.46 \); \( F_{1,77}=15.82, \ p<0.001 \)). Depth affected territorial male box reuse at DY\textsubscript{NAT}, \( F_{2,172}=18.50, \ p<0.001 \); boxes 30-40 cm deep (\( mean=2.09, \ SE \pm 0.49 \)) were reused for fewer days than those <10 cm deep (\( mean=9.00, \ SE \pm 1.49, \ p=0.001 \)), and 10-20 cm deep (\( mean=9.12, \ SE \pm 0.92, \ p<0.001 \)). Grid boxes 20-30 cm deep (\( mean=5.38, \ SE \pm 0.96 \)) were reused less than boxes 10-20 cm deep (\( mean\ difference=-3.74, \ SE \pm 1.23, \ p=0.023 \)). The number of days a territorial male reused a grid box also differed by depth category at MP\textsubscript{CON}, \( F_{1,77}=7.99, \ p=0.006 \), with boxes 10-20 cm deep (\( mean=7.19, \ SE \pm 0.41 \)) being reused more than boxes <10 cm deep (\( mean=5.32, \ SE \pm 0.32 \)). There was no effect of depth on the number of days territorial males reused boxes at DY\textsubscript{CON}, \( F_{2,44}=0.40, \ p=0.673 \).

To summarize, spawning and territorial male consistency in box reuse at DY\textsubscript{NAT} was greatest in areas with compact substrate; but there was no evidence of substrate preference at either constructed site. MP\textsubscript{CON} was the only site where spawning box reuse varied based on the presence of vegetation and depth. Territorial male grid box reuse varied based on the presence of vegetation and depth at both DY\textsubscript{NAT} and MP\textsubscript{CON}. None of the ecological factors measured had a significant effect on box reuse at DY\textsubscript{CON}.

**Discussion**

Although it is interesting that there was a large disparity in the number of territorial males and spawns within the two Diamond Y Spring sites, this dichotomy is not surprising since natural habitats are expected to be preferred to altered habitats [35,36]. This is because habitat preferences are presumably shaped by the potential fitness...
consequences of choosing an inferior habitat [37]. By favoring a familiar habitat *C. bovinus* may be demonstrating habitat preference, since organisms often show a preference for areas they perceive as valuable by revisiting and spending more time in these areas [38,39].

Habitat exploration can be costly [40] in terms of energetic demands [41], missed opportunities [42], and predation risks [43], and thus, in a new or expanded habitat, organisms are forced to trade-off between their need to explore the new habitat (e.g. for improved resources, predator avoidance or better mating opportunities) and their need to exploit resources with which they are already familiar [44-46]. Additionally, recruitment to the constructed site within Diamond Y Spring may require additional time for an overflow population to be generated. Since the search costs to find the constructed habitat are presumably small, due to its close proximity to the natural shelf, it is likely that the number of inhabitants at DYCON will be able to grow over time.

In contrast to DYCON, MP CON had a large population of *C. bovinus*. This was because 400 individuals had been released into Monsanto Pool two months prior. In spite of the large number of individuals released, the number of territorial males did not differ between the wild population at DY NAT and the captive-bred population at MP CON. This similarity in the number of territorial males present could be an indication of the captive population’s ability to establish a social system in an unfamiliar habitat [47], because *Cyprinodon* males compete heavily in order to secure and maintain a territory in an area where females preferentially oviposit [26], and territory establishment at MP CON indicates the captive population’s readiness to reproduce. However, the number of spawns and spawns per male at MP CON were both less than half of what was observed in DY NAT, suggesting that the captive population was not fully established at the time of this study.

Since territorial *C. bovinus* faithfully guard small portions of the breeding habitat throughout the breeding season [28], the results, showing that territorial males at DY NAT held the smallest most-stable territories, were consistent with what was expected. In contrast, territorial males at MP CON were observed in many more grid boxes, and showed little consistency in their locations, suggesting that these males were not holding true territories. Since few males were present in DY CON at their presumed would have been little intrasexual competition, which would allow males to hold large, loose territories [29]. Unlike DY NAT territorial males at MP CON resembled DY NAT in their habitat use, the only difference being that territory size was greater at MP CON. This variation in territory size could be an indication of differences in intrasexual competition [29], resource quality [48], and/or familiarity with the habitat [49,50].

 Females and non-territorial males are not restricted to a territorial area and were therefore expected to be wide-ranging and show little location preference within the breeding habitats. Although this was true for non-territorial males, females at each site differed in the amount of habitat area they occupied and how often they revisited specific grid box locations. The most striking of these differences occurred at MP CON where females were observed in shools that remained relatively stationary [L. Al-Shaer pers. obs.], which may explain why females at this location used little of the grid area and had the highest consistency in their grid box reuse.

As predicted, spawning occurred throughout more of the grid area, and *C. bovinus* showed the greatest consistency in their spawning locations at DY NAT. *Cyprinodon bovinus* in the constructed sites did not vary in their spawning location consistency, but differed in the number of boxes used for spawning, of which MP CON used more. The amount of constructed habitat that *C. bovinus* used for spawning is an indication of how much of the renovated habitat has been readily accepted as a breeding site.

At DY NAT, territorial *C. bovinus* defended breeding territories that were primarily clustered on the natural shelf, which is comprised of compact substrate. Areas with compact substrate were also preferentially chosen for spawning at this location. Substrate, however, had no effect on territorial male or spawning location preference at either constructed site. Given that previous research has highlighted the use of compact substrate shelves and stone ledges by *Cyprinodon sp.* for spawning [18,19,51], cement tiles were incorporated into the constructed pools in an attempt to replicate their natural breeding sites, and to provide a substrate for territory establishment and reproduction. Across sites, grid boxes that contained cement were reused less than those containing compact substrate, indicating that cement is not a preferred spawning substrate (Supplementary Table 1). Since the two Diamond Y Spring sites share a common wild population, individuals at DY CON would be expected to have the same ecological preferences as those at DY NAT. This could explain their reluctance to utilize DY CON which contains little compact substrate (Supplementary Figure 1). Since this data is only representative of the first breeding season post-renovations, additional observations are required to determine if cement is an adequate substitute for natural compact substrate in the long-term.

Unlike DY NAT, where territorial male location consistency was the only factor to correspond with vegetation, in MP CON, the presence of vegetation coincided with both spawning and territorial male box reuse. Given that all *C. bovinus* at MP CON were introduced from a captive facility, it is possible that their ecological preferences have shifted from those of the wild population as a result of being raised in a hatchery [49,52]. At SNARRC, *C. bovinus* are maintained in an outdoor cement pond covered by a plastic liner that prevents vegetation from taking root [L. Al-Shaer pers. obs.]. The contrast in habitat makeup between the hatchery pools at SNARRC and MP CON may have had an impact on the captive population’s ability to immediately transition. However, in the absence of a breeding shelf, *Cyprinodon sp.* will establish territories around vegetation and/or other submerged structures that can be used as a spawning surface [25,26,53-55]. The same may be true of *C. bovinus* at MP CON which lacking a natural breeding shelf, demonstrated a preference for grid boxes with ecological features that could facilitate spawning (i.e. vegetation). Without releasing captive-bred fish into a habitat with a natural breeding shelf, or further monitoring MP CON, it is impossible to know whether the observed spawning location preferences at MP CON are an artifact of being in captivity, the result of little compact substrate being present at this location, or simply because relative little time had elapsed since the captive-bred *C. bovinus* were reintroduced.

Reintroductions need to be temporally monitored before evaluating the success of the release, focusing not only on the survival of the captive population, but also on how they behave in an unfamiliar habitat. For example, several studies concerned with the reintroduction of captive golden lion tamarins (*Leontopithecus rosalia*), have observed that captive tamarins showed a deficiency in behavior when reintroduced into their natural habitat [1,56]. Many refused to utilize the natural habitat due to their habituation to the conditions at captive facilities, and as such, did not develop adequate locomotor, feeding, or navigation skills in comparison to wild tamarins [1]. However, differences in behavior between both captive adult tamarins and their
offspring decreased over time, indicating that captive-born animals are capable of acclimating to their natural habitat [1,56]. Therefore, it is possible that over several generations, the captive-bred population at MP,CON will become more reproductively successful as they continue to acclimate their behaviors and preferences in accordance with their present environment.

Monitoring the use of constructed habitats and reintroductions of C. bovinus will improve upon current conservation methods and terminate ineffective procedures. Regardless of the initial success of the constructed habitats, in terms of the number of fish and spawning observed, any net gain in reproduction should only help to improve the population's stability. However, when the purpose of habitat renovations are aimed at increasing the range of a species, the initial success at reintroduction would be pivotal to the prosperity of the new population [57]. The dilemma of whether it is better to improve on the natural habitat of C. bovinus, or generate new habitat where captive-bred individuals can be reintroduced, is not easily decided. The initial success of a conservation plan does not determine the long term viability of the solution, and therefore, continued monitoring over several successive breeding seasons is needed to more accurately address this question.
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